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A sketchbook of clues for
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There is enough rude, interrupting,
clumsy, awkward, impolite,

unsophisticated technology out
there.

We can do better this time.



Situations
Connecting to things
you want to do next

Alerts for travel
difficulties

Connecting to life-
supporting services

Describing features of
digital territories when
they do not as yet exist is
in itself a difficult
proposition. The problem
with looking at ideas in
the abstract is that they
simply don’t have the
depth of meaning of real
situations.

Visualising how this might
be is a technique that
helps draw out possible
futures. Only by looking
for clues in existing life
and simulating can we
discover how digital
territories can enhance
situations anchored in
time and space.



Looking for clues…
As people we can distinguish between the
behaviour expected of us at bus stops and
golf courses. We know how to behave in front
of our family doctor and the local police.
Which is why we are disappointed with
technology that is designed without this
degree of sophisticated semantic
understanding. At the very least we can
support or enhance their conceptual model,
deliberately creating meaning in trying to
represent the territory, what it does and how it
works.We could use meaningful elements in
the design of digital territories so that the
system becomes less visible and what people
do with it much more.

There is a wealth of inspiration about how this
works with boundaries, markers and bridges
from the breadth and complexity of everyday
life, inspiring us with ideas and solutions and
opportunities sourced via a range of design
methods. We could design territories based
upon our language of situations and the social
conventions that surround them. We could
design them as semantically rich situated
activities.

To ensure they work in the way we would
intend them to work we could prototype them
in real life, understanding what it is that works
and does not.

The sources in this sketchbook are ideas from
life, observed in projects and for this piece,
and also from writers who seem to have a
compassionate sense of people and space.
McCullough’s list of situational types in Digital
Ground, for example, would be a perfect
starting place for developing ideas of how
spaces are used rather than dictated - for
example places for…deliberating, presenting,
collaborating or dealing. I have also included
examples of Christopher Alexander’s rich
pattern language where they have a
resonance with the digital territory area, and a
piece from DC Dennett..

My aim is to make sure the future of digital
territories is a humanised one, and stimulate
empathic thinking before the definitions are
set in stone.



My public self

My self to friends and
family

My private self

Coffee and a joke with a friend

We’re strange
complex creatures
that appear to be
irrational and we
construct meaning
from everything
around us. So if it’s
going to make any
sense it has to be
based on things
we have a
‘memory’ of or an
everyday
understanding -
composed of
semantically rich
elements.

We are involved
in “concocting
and controlling
the story we tell
others - about
who we are”

DC Dennett,
Conciousness
Explained



Looking for a home
Existing devices

used as bridges

Telling you it’s a noisy,
busy, lively place to live.

Telling  you a
place is in your
price range, the
fee is reduced
for this
afternoon, and
there’s a
viewing
appointment at
2pm.

What new
business models
could we
construct around
commercial
services people
loved to use?

Both commercial
and non-
commercial
territories can
actively connect
through new
hybrid business
models.

Social services and
private landlords
creating a service
territory that displays
available places to
live.



Boundaries
15 Neighbourhood boundary
“Encourage the formation of a
boundary around each
neighborhood, to separate it
from the next door
neighborhoods. Form this
boundary by closing down
streets and limiting access to
the neighborhood - cut the
normal number of streets at
least in half. Place gateways at
those points where the
restricted access paths cross
the boundary; and make the
boundary zone wide enough to
contain meeting places for the
common functions shared by
several neighborhoods.”
Christopher Alexander, A
Pattern Language

Boundaries are not
necessarily hard edges.
Clues from existing physical
forms give us a varied
language of boundary form
and properties.

Boundaries can have a range
of properties: permeable like
cell walls; or impenetrable,
like lead doors; or with
discoverable openings like
curtains; or hidden openings
like snickets or secret tunnels.

Consider fixed openings like
gates, or doors needing keys,
or membranes to pass
through like skin or
waterfalls.



Thresholds

150 A place to wait
“In places where people end up
waiting (for a bus, for an
appointment, for a plane), create a
situation which makes the waiting
positive. Fuse the waiting with some
other activity - newspaper, coffee,
pool tables, horseshoes; something
which draws people in who are not
simply waiting. And also the
opposite: make a place which can
draw a person waiting into a
reverie; quiet; a positive silence.”
Christopher Alexander, A Pattern
Language

A boundary is more than
passing from one place to
another – it is a place in itself.
We have thresholds in physical
form to give us an opportunity
to have a look inside a place, a
transition between one place
and another, and to prepare
ourselves. The entrance to a
building and the space around
the entrance provides this
pause.

They can give us inspiration
for creating digital experiences
that act as thresholds -
allowing us to take a peek,
decide on whether to proceed,
and continue the journey.

Make the journey between
digital territories an
experience in itself, with a
positive ‘waiting room’
experience, with distracting
and entertaining elements.



Intimacy, proximity

127 Intimacy gradient
“Lay out the spaces of a building so that they
create a sequence which begins with the
entrance and the most public parts of the
building, then leads into the slightly more
private areas, and finally to the most private
domains.”

Christopher Alexander, A Pattern
Language

public

Less public

Less private

private

We already know how we like to
be intimate, or not: how close we
like to be to some things, how
distant we like to be from others.
Bringing us closer to friends,
more distant from the tax office.

Visible control over this would
really enhance digital spaces.
Doubts about what you are
connected to would restrict your
trust in the territory.

Territories must understand the
layers of intimacy requirements
and expectations and include the
ability to negotiate and set these
behaviours in a way that makes
sense.

street entrance foyer office



149 Reception welcomes
you
“Arrange a series of
welcoming things
immediately inside the
entrance - soft chairs, a
fireplace, food, coffee.
Place the reception desk
so that it is not between
the receptionist and the
welcoming area, but to
one side at an angle - so
that she, or he, can get up
and walk toward the
people who come in,
greet them, and then
invite them to sit down.”
Christopher Alexander, A
Pattern Language

The bridges from a physical
to a digital world need to
articulate what is taking
place and what is required
from the participant.
Our opening and closing
sequences on telephone calls
reveal speakers knowing the
clear structured behavior
required, enhanced by
individual ways of
expressions.

How can existing and new
devices play a part in this,
and what would we want
from new interfaces like
windows and pavements?

Make the digital equivalents
of a warm welcome - soft
chairs, a fireplace, food,
coffee. We can design-in
behaviors to welcome people,
and encourage them to stay
a while. (Clue: ask interaction
designers)
“Hello, please take a seat”

Bridges



Passage

Dynamic travel
information based

upon emergent
swarm activity

Bridge between bus
bubble and bus

stop bubble

“How many times do I have to tell
you who I am - don’t you know it
by now?”

Traveling around requires being
identifiable to each territory the
commuter passes through, so that
the flow of identifying data and
received data has continuity.

We want any system to continue to
recognise each of us.

We would want it to cleverly
anticipate our movements by
learning from our patterns of
movement. Suggestions would be
relevant, not opportunistic or
pushy.

We want to be able to access all of
our service subscriptions and
memberships at any time. Any
restrictions on this would be as
irritating as finding wireless
systems you can’t connect to.

For example, if a system logged
our spatial travel, and our selected
activities. it could collect all of our
payment transactions creating a
paper trail, that meant we didn’t
have to keep receipts.



Markers
Digital markers are not
simply about the points at
which we pass through and
negotiate boundaries.

They can also explain states,
availability, presence, and
points in a digital space.

Clues in life range from
markers on X-rays - to signify
what part of the skeleton we
are looking at; on roads to
create spatial boundaries and
keep us traveling in parallel
in lines; in sports activities
showing runners the route,
for forensic scientists to
capture the scale of the item
in the image they take of the
scene.



Marking states and presence
A marker on a display board
could say that I’m here, a
sign on the door could signify
that I’m available.

My coat or my bag on a café�
seat says I ’ll be back in a
minute, whilst I collect my
food (if I’m in a café,
reserving a place).

My phone tag being
recognised by a territory
marks my entrance, the time
and my changing spatial
position. It could read if I’m
open to suggestions, if I want
to find something or simply
want to be left alone.  .

Make markers signify similar
states, presences, situations
and be designed to behave
in recognisable as well as
new ways.



Belonging

Personal
membership Personal

membership

Group membership

Shared access to
territories

Group membership

Whilst each of us
may join things, or
be a part of groups
there are far more
interesting ideas
coming out of the
principle of sharing.
Who we are a part
of is interesting, but
what we can share
and what that does
for all of us will be
even better!

How do we
negotiate shared
memberships or
access in situations
where people have
access to different
bubbles? How can
you negotiate the
sharing at the
edges?

Make the access to
bubbles and
territories
temporarily
sharable whilst
engaged on a
project or activity.



“The ultimate source of
value is whatever people

delight in doing”

Malcolm McCullogh, Digital Ground
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